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About This Game

Arkana the Evil One has imprisoned souls to feed its dark power. Stop Arkana before it is too late. Explore the castle and the
catacombs of Nordar and free each and every soul. Avoid Arkana's demonic servants or fight them using your power of magic.

Collect the magic items and use them wisely to call a halt to the spreading of darkness...

Features:

Stunning 3D graphics

Real time lighting effects

3 different environments, 52 levels

16 types of fully animated enemies

Exciting mixture of action and tactics
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Just imagine the undyne fight. But the fight itself is it’s own game,. A really interesting visual novel with a unique spin on
making choices. Rather than selecting choices from a menu, you decide when and how often to make use of an interesting
mechanic in which the main character can read the minds of those around him. What he\/she learns or doesn't learn dictates how
he reacts to different situations. It's a nice change from the usual modus operandi of visual novels.

The story's themes are rather existential and interesting, framed in a somewhat typical science fiction setting. The art is rather
hit or miss, with some of it being really beautiful and other aspects being rather poor. Personally, I was a little creeped out by
the way smiles were drawn on the characters.

Overall, it's an excellent entry into the visual novel genre. Somewhat short, but with excellent replay value. I'd definitely
recommend it for anyone who enjoys a good story and is intrigued by the concept of personal mental privacy.. The action RPG
genre hasn't really changed. Soldak Entertainment makes an effort to make very unique ARPG's with more going on then just
the same formula. All of there games are addictive and unique! Highly customizable with mod support and difficulty rulesets
which can be toggled at the character selection screen! Multiplayer support, both online and LAN for Din's Curse and Drox
Operative!

Drox Operative:

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/274480\/

Din's Curse:

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/217290\/

Depth of Peril:

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/23600\/

10\/10 A+++

Do yourself and Soldak Entertainment a favor and spread the word about these great games and more to come!

They have a new game called "Zombasite" on the horizon. The hype is real!

Zombasite:

http:\/\/www.soldak.com\/Zombasite\/Overview.html. I feel this game can bring alot of promises. It's fun to explore and alot to
learn. Would love to see an option to customize keybindings.. Very enjoyable. Works well on my machine and my machine can
barely run FSX. I wish the set up was easier but just take your time and keep fiddling until controls are just right and you love
it!
. Oh man. This will be part review and part manifesto. Does Steam have a limit to the length of reviews?!

While you may only see a few minutes of me playing this game, I've actually logged hours with The Houchi Play when it was on
the XBox 360 Indie Games store. Pretty sure I paid $2 there as well, or whatever the equivelant in Microsoft Points was.

In "The Houchi Play" you play as Taro Heibon, an IT engineer in City X. A family man who secretly desires to be treated like a
pig, a dog and otherwise humiliated by girls in cosplay outfits. To accomplish the goal, you engage in a butt-scooting simulator
punctuated by brief drinking games (with a boost power-up for perfect chugging). Do so to creep up on the ladies when they're
not paying attention. Different girls have different patterns and behaviors. It's kinda a stripped down sneaking version of Punch-
Out. You have to learn the different character's (somewhat limited) tells and sneak around based on that. The pixel graphics a
great and harkent back tot he NEC PC titles of the 90's. Solid soundtrack and the controls feel good. The depth and difficulty is
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on par with an arcade game, replayability only for novelty or highscore hunting purposes.

Kohei Gallery had a few titles on that marketplace and the one thing they all had in common was irreverant charm. There's
something about wacky\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Japanese video games that the world is currently lacking. It might
just be me on my old man soapbox, but there was a time where a small team or a single person could create a game. That
offered unparalelled freedom compared to what you'll find today. Games are big business. When a publisher is spending
hundreds of millions of dollars, they're not likely to take a lot of risks. It saddens me that you just don't see bizarre Japanese
games like the days of old. Games like The Houchi Play give me hope that the world hasn't given up on making weird video
games.

I'm thrilled that Kohei Gallery is now on Steam and can't wait for more.. If you look closely at this locomotive's interior, you
will notice that it's AMP spedometer and MPH spedometer, they are both wrong. For example, when you put the throttle on
12%, you'er useing 220 AMPS and the AMPS spedometer will say you're useng close to 280 AMPS and when you're traveling
at 10MPH, the MPH spedometer says you traveling at 12 or 13 MPH. Other than that, its a great locomotive I just wish they
chose a different horn and bell sound effects 'cause it has the horn and bell form the Union Pasific ES44AC.. I would eb able to
continue to enjoy playing this game if I didn't have to start over every time. Is there gonna be an update to fix this or was this
just a waste of my money?. Tower defense game has always been the best choice to pass the time, and this game is a good
product in the tower defense game. Cute hand-painted, full of pictures, vivid special effects, of course, the most important is the
rich and diverse strategy of the tower defense game, "WarStone Tower Defense" this tower defense game is more exciting than
expected.There is not much breakthrough in gameplay, but the fun tower defense elements are all available so far. Tower
defense players should not miss the meticulous work, one of the preferred games of its kind.
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Fantastic music and effects. All well combined.. A simplified match-3 puzzle game, with nice artwork (backgrounds, mainly)
and not-so-nice in-game art.
If you play this in its easy mode, there's no challenge at all; and actually it's not purely match-3: you just need to click on the
"more than 3" gems in order to pop them. Fortunately, every level can also be timed and so, made more challenging.
The story mode anyways is quite short, playable in three hours I think (60 total levels). And it doesn't need that much strategy.
And you have the well-known features of every match-3 or similar puzzle game: boosters, unpoppable blocks, coins to collect
and so on.
Story-wise, of course, it's worth nothing or little more. There's a small plot but it's weak even compared to pure smartphone
games.
Nevertheless, it still manages to be a nice way to spend some minutes in your day.
If you're into these kind of simple puzzle games and you've been playing them for years, I think this isn't a waste of time. Just
get this on sale - 4\u20ac of course is insanely high, but for instance now it comes for 0,50\u20ac and it's the right price for a
game like this.
Can't review this negatively - the premises are matched, you get what you are shown in the game's Steam page and I kinda liked
it. Music is also quite nice, and it's not that common in minimalistic puzzle games.
Quite simple, that's it. And it has also cards and achievements!. Sliding-block puzzle has never been smoother and more relaxing
than this!

Blockwick 2 is so elegant, I must say.. masked forces games are much better tbh. The best tower defense game. Once and a
while a game will come along that is perfect. Dungeon Warfare 2 is one of those games. I didn't think you could improve upon
the original Dungeon Warfare but here we are.

There are so many ways you can combine traps, skills, runes, and items that make you constantly mix up your trap setup. Each
level (and there are a ton of levels) feels hand crafted and purposeful. I love how you can continue endless mode directly after
beating normal mode with all your current traps already built.

It's just so addicting! 10/10. I enjoyed this game but it left my wanting more and making pay for the second part instead of just
letting me play it right away. The story was written very well and some decisions I had to make made me want to go back and
play it again.

I enjoyed this game and hope to enjoy the secnd one too

7.5\/10 good but left me wanting more. After getting to know the Eagle a bit more, I\u2019m really quite happy with it. The
available paints are beautiful and it flies well. All in all a worthy aircraft for formation and aerobatics. I like it.

In flying it a bit more, there are some bugs. In multiplayer, the other pilot head is unrealistically spastic and bounces all around.
It's like the positioning is getting commands from multiple inputs. Others have noticed the same about my pilot's head too.
We're all in VR and see it but the head appears still when run as an AI so maybe that's the deal.

One thing is that unlike the other aircraft there aren\u2019t settings for real, easy, etc, so it seems to confuse DCS when you
switch to a different airplane. I had all my Mustang settings appear to get hosed but all that happened was I got dropped into
easy mode instead of real. I restarted DCS and all was right with my Mustang again. Odd.. It's only 50 cents, I don't see what to
complain about.. I bought this one because I saw it was developed by Razzart Visual, like Love Ribbon and Starlight Vega were.
Although it's far from these two, it's still a decent game. I narrowly recommend it.
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